PASTAMATIC Metal Automatic Pasta Machine

Now you can prepare fresh pasta at home with ease thanks to the beautiful Pastamatic Metal automatic pasta machine. It is the simplest way to make fresh healthy pasta including the gluten-free type. First it prepares the dough, and then it rolls the pasta. Pastamatic is amazingly fast as it kneads and extrudes over 1.8 pounds of fresh pasta in about 15 minutes. Two programming modes to make pasta automatically or manually. Comes with seven (7) discs to make Spaghetti, Fettuccine, Cookies, Tagliatelle, Pappardelle, Lunguine, and includes the Ravioli accessory. The digital control panel and sealed buttons allow for simple and clean operation. Easy to disassemble for thorough cleaning and includes brush and cleaning tool and everything to start making pasta right away and to finish it clean. Instructional Video is available.

Additional features include:

- Two programming modes to make pasta automatically or manual puts you in control of the pasta process.
- Efficient and powerful design operating at 250 watts.
- Equipped with a variety of 7 different pasta attachments including a ravioli maker attachment.
- Easy to disassemble for thorough cleaning, contains everything to start making pasta right out of the box and to finish it clean, includes also the cleaning tool and brush.
- Easy to use digital control panel and button operation
- Smart design - easy to use and maintain, the buttons are sealed so as not to allow flour to be trapped in them.
- The machine comes in beautiful Brushed Metal.
- Unit Dimensions and Weight: 15"x8.5"x10.5” 14 lbs

Master Carton:
Model: 1592
UPC: 786818-500009
1 unit per master box
120 Volt, 250 watt
Master box dimensions: 13"x11.5"x19"
Master box weight: 15.4 lbs